Newsletter
September 2020
840 W Perimeter Rd Renton, WA 98057

Office Phone: (425) 271-2332

WELCOME ABOARD!
New Members
Oliver Huebler
Peter Jackson
Steven Mohr
Andrew O’Hair
Matthew Ryan
Sergiy Vasylyshyn
Vasisht Srinivasan
Austin Watson
Michael Quayle

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Share Class

Airport

Guest III
Guest III
Guest III
Participating
Participating
Participating
Guest III
Participating
Guest III

RNT
Both
Both
Both
RNT
RNT
Both
RNT
RNT

III
I
I
III

7

Sept

CONGRATULATIONS!
Member

Member

12

New Rating Date Instructor(s)

Brendan Rudack

PVT / August 13
1st Solo Flight

befa.org

Balog
Instructor

Sept

Labor Day Holiday
BEFA DART 1st Practice Exercise
If interested, contact Troy Larson for details

15

Online Fall Classes Start for Everett

17

BEFA Board Telecom Meeting at 4 pm

Sept

Private Pilot Ground School

Sept

19
Sept

BEFA Flying Study Club via Zoom
Saturday, 10 – 11:45 am

Moore

21

Online Fall Classes Start for Renton

August 22

Balog

Sept

Kaes Kniestedt

August 24

Boike

Grant Dunbar

August 29

Johnson

Janik Zender

July 24

Borkan

Jerry Verghese

August 4

Ray Rezab

Private Pilot Ground School

See details for the online Fall Classes on page 4.

See photos of the pilots who recently completed their
first solo flight on pages 5 and 6. Hear what may
happen after a first solo flight.

The first high school Ground School student to pass the
written exam is Yarik Karapovich (center). CFII Shad
Pipkin gave Yarik and Yarik’s friend a congratulatory
airplane ride on August 23rd.
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From your President,
Bob Ingersoll

BEFA FLYING STUDY CLUB
Planning a Cross Country Flight
by CFIs Fred Quarnstrom & David Jones
Do you want to fly to eastern Washington to visit family
or friends for lunch?
Fred and David will give a pitch on planning and
preparation for cross-country flying to Yakima Valley.
They will tell the story of what a young pilot did to set up
an aviation division in a family business to make sure
flights were safe, especially when the weather changed.
Fred and David will offer their pointers, and afterwards
there will be an open discussion.

Join Zoom Meeting

August has been a great month for BEFA.
 Our planes are building up a lot of hours thanks to our
members who are continuing to return to flying status.
 Also, thanks to Wes, the Crew and Ace! Our planes
have had minimal down time.


It appears we have found a replacement for the
Citabria, an American Champion Super D. Subject to a
buyers inspection by ACE we will finalize the purchase.

 Our float plane has completed its rebuild and engine
TBO. We are now planning an engine break in. So, we
are reviewing our seaplane operations and training
criteria since it has been over a year when our
seaplane was damaged.

September 19th at 10 AM
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/4058708937?pwd=ckdOWFM
ycy9TSUtvaDh4MDRmcTFGQT09
Meeting ID: 405 870 8937
Passcode: S2DfTr
If you sign in around 9:30 AM, there will be flying videos
to watch for your viewing enjoyment.

Happy Birthday Bob Guthrie!
I want to express a special Happy Birthday to Bob Guthrie,
our senior CFI and nationally acclaimed Master Pilot by the
FAA. Bob continues to be an inspiration to us all. Bob is
full of aviation stories and experiences and I encourage
you to get him to talk about them. There is an article in
this newsletter that was written by Bob that is just one
example of his rich history. Way to go Bob, Happy
Birthday!

From your Safety Officer,
Mike Sievers
How to Make a Good Landing
What a perfect world it would be if airplanes were
forgiving when a landing goes bad. Often, they are not.
That is why each of us has etched into our minds a
landing (or two, or three) that we would rather forget.
Unfortunately, a bad landing is something that is hard to
forget when it’s the last major effort at the end of a flight.
It is even worse when you bring along a few friends or
family to witness the event since, no matter how good the
flight, it is the landing they will remember most.

Flying over Puget Sound
Photo by CFI James Polivka

Where have you flown lately? Share your pictures by
submitting to media@befa.org.

Unmanaged speed is one of the big reasons landings go
bad. Too much and the airplane leaves the airport. Too
little and the airplane makes big, unpleasant noises. To
prevent these things from happening, pilots normally plan
their approaches to cross the threshold at speeds ranging
from 5 percent to 40 percent above the stall speed, with
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30 percent being the optimal approach speed under
normal conditions. Flying a final approach at 1.3 times
the stall speed generally puts you near the bottom
portion of the total drag curve. Thus, a decrease in speed
results in an increase in induced drag. This is a good
thing. You want the drag to increase as you begin the
round-out flare. Why? Because BEFA’s insurance
company wants you to stop on the runway. Given that a
threshold crossing speed of 30 percent above stall is
optimal, why approach at speeds as low as 5 percent
above stall? At these low speeds, airplanes are operating
on the backside of the power curve (region of reverse
command). In this region, it takes more power to fly
slower and it is possible to get too slow and not have
enough power to arrest a large descent.
Remember, airplanes were built to fly. The next time you
are on approach, trim the airplane for the proper speed.
If the traffic pattern is accommodating, try having the
airplane established in the final landing configuration
(flaps, airspeed, descent rate, gear, trim, etc.) by the
time you are at least one-half mile from the threshold.
From this point to landing, flying should be a minimalist
activity. With the variables of mass and speed under
control, you need only to worry about any possible
unexpected cross winds and the flare. Flying too fast or
slow should no longer be an issue.
Anyone can wrestle an airplane to the ground, and
sometimes this may be fun to do. There is nothing quite
like being abeam the numbers on downwind and having
the controller ask if you can make a short approach from
there. Great!. Let the games begin. But a stabilized
approach can help stack the deck in your favor when
landing, and is a good habit to get into when the normal
landing is the rule of the day. That will make it more
likely that you will land where you plan to stop when you
want to.



Dan Williams for making an oil dip stick for our 250
gallon waste oil tank
HAND-HELD MICROPHONES

Condensed version of an actual conversation(s):
“The push to talk switch is not working”, the tower did not
hear my transmissions. I tried both radios, and checked
the headphone jacks and tried other frequencies. I had to
‘no rad’ back into the airport”!
“Did you try the hand-held mic”?
“ What’s that..”?
Please remember there is a hand-held microphone in
these airplanes. While these are rarely used with
(thankfully) the advent of headsets as standard equipment
in a pilot’s kit now days, they still have a purpose.
CFI’s, it’s a great idea to let your brand new students use
the hand-held when starting them on radio
communications, (Law of Primacy), at least for the taxi
communications so they will remember it’s there, when
needed.
WATCH YOUR ALTITUDE, NO LOW FLYING
A strong reminder: Please watch your altitude.
With the advent of ADS-B and internet apps to monitor
plane tracks and data, low flying complaints are easy to
file by homeowners who know about this. Please adhere
to airport noise abatement and altitude restrictions.
Grievances:


8/20/2020

2 hour late return



8/29/2020

Gas credit card for 739BT is missing

BEFA FLIGHT HOURS
Total Flight Hours for August:
Increase from previous month:

750
4.3%

From your Operations Manager,
Wes McKechnie
’Attaboys’ for our Volunteers
Your fellow members continue to pitch in to keep us
running smoothly, often saving money in the process. We
thank the following for their recent contribution.
 Ex-member Mike Bonney for donating David Clark
headset
 Bob Guthrie (CFI) for taxi ops
 Kevin Cook for replacing the broken hangar man door
lock
 Kevin Cook for ramrodding the possible donation of
Sundowner to BEFA

Note: Monthly aircraft hourly rate is the same as August.
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Learn to Fly at BEFA!
Morning and Evening classes
Private Pilot (PP) Ground School Starts in September
Taught by BEFA Instructors
Enroll for Morning or Evening Online Classes through RTC or EvCC
Limited Class Size; Register Soon!

Fall 2020 Class
Schedule
Dates:

Renton Technical College
(RTC)

Everett Community College
(EvCC)

9/22/2020 – 11/26/2020

9/15/2020 – 11/19/2020

Tuesdays & Thursdays

Tuesdays & Thursdays

AVIA 101

9390

10 am – 1 pm or 5 pm – 8 pm

4 pm – 7 pm

Days:
PP Course #
Time:
Fee (includes books &
material):

$599

$490

To register call:

RTC: (425) 235-2352 x5528

EvCC: (425) 267-0150

Website registration:

https://www.rtc.edu/registration

https://www.everettcc.edu/ccec/aerospace

click on Aviation Ground School
Note: BEFA’s cutoff date to register for Renton PP Ground School is September 11 th to allow time to pick up
books and materials.
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Grant Dunbar is all smiles after completing his first solo flight on August
29th. His instructor is Casey Johnson.
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Tale of First Solo Flight Shirt Cutting
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_solo_flight
“In American aviation lore, the traditional removal of a
new pilot's shirt tail is a sign of the instructor's new
confidence in his student after successful completion of
the first solo flight. In the days of tandem trainers, the
student sat in the front seat, with the instructor behind.
As there were often no radios in these early days of
aviation, the instructor would tug on the student pilot's
shirt tail to get his attention, and then yell in his ear.”
“A successful first solo flight is an indication that the
student can fly without the instructor ("instructor-less"
flight). Hence, there is no longer a need for the shirt tail,
and it is cut off by the (often) proud instructor, and
sometimes displayed as a trophy.”
Shirt cutting has been a common practice at BEFA. Just
ask Shad Pipkin, CFII, about his first solo flight at BEFA,
August 1996.

Harvard Rescue Mission
By Robert L. Guthrie
Published in Air Classics June 1981

Fifteen years ago the Royal Canadian Air Force sold a
“pickled” Harvard Mark IV training plane to a farmer in
Saskatchewan, Canada. The machine was transported to
his yard where it sat, waiting rescue, while enduring the
elements, covered with snow each winter and exposed to
all weather conditions in each ensuing season.
The rescue actually began in the Fall of 1977 when
Lawrence Mantie, a pilot and old airplane enthusiast,
arranged his vacation to include a flight to explore the
province and to locate the farm. He did find the farm, met
the famer and thoroughly enjoyed a pleasant afternoon
inspecting and discussing the Harvard. The craft was

apparently in good shape considering the fact that
nothing had been done to preserve its condition since
purchase and, by day’s end, Mantie was convinced he
should try to buy the machine.
And so, in the Spring of 1978, a second flight was
made from Langley, B.C. to Saskatchewan in Mantie’s
Stinson Reliant. I was on that trip and can report first
hand that the weather was marvelous, the flight fantastic
and the farmer wasn’t at all interested in selling his
airplane. It was nevertheless, an interesting afternoon
talking about old airplanes, various experiences in the air
and general kicking tales around. Then, toward day’s
end, they did finally agree to discuss the matter of the
sale again in the coming Fall.
In the Fall of 1978 Mantie made his third trip to the
farm. He was careful not to press for a quick decision,
but made a firm offer to buy the Harvard and requested
that the owner take a week to decide if the offer was
acceptable. At this point, optimism took a firm grip on
Mantie and he left, determined to make arrangements to
transport the airplane to a relative’s barn in Lanigan,
Saskatchewan. The trip was uneventful, but his head was
reeling with plans to be made; of approvals to transport
the craft, the necessary equipment, storage space and
various incidentals, when it suddenly seemed important
to fly down to Assiniboia and express his appreciation to
the man who had started him on the search, one Harry
Whereatt. Since it is not a long flight, Mantie did what
many of us do; he left his work unfinished and made the
flight to Assiniboia.
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If you fly, it is very easy to find Harry’s farm, landing at
the Assiniboia Airport simply taxi west across the road
directly into the driveway and you are there. Harry
combines farming, airplane restoration and repair into
both his business and way of life. He has restored antique
biplanes as well as modern machines, helped others with
restoration projects, and as we would soon learn, provide
invaluable assistance on the renovation of the Harvard.
Harry’s immediate reaction when told of the possibility
of the sale was to offer his help, a truck and trailer big
enough to transport the airplane and a proper place to
reassemble the machine when Lawrence was ready. There
was, of course, a problem. Harry’s schedule would not
permit waiting until the prescribed time the offer
pressured Lawrence into trying to contact the farmer
earlier than planned. Lawrence placed the call and to his
great surprise found that his proposal was accepted.
The determined Lawrence and Harry left immediately
with truck and trailer, completely unimpressed with the
fact that, as matters stood, each one of them would have
to lift some 2,150 pounds about four feet to get the old
airplane off the ground an onto the trailer. As it turned
out, they couldn’t lift the required weight so they
borrowed a tractor, dug a four-food hole for the trailer
and pushed the plane on board.
By the time they moved the airplane to Assiniboia,
Mantie’s vacation was almost over with only time
remaining to begin the cleaning process which consisted
mainly of removing about ten gallons of nesting material
brought in by birds and small animals. The fabric-covered
control surfaces were removed and transported to
Vancouver to be recovered during the more leisure winter
months. By the time winter had passed, the fabric work
was completed, the necessary parts accumulated, and it
was time to travel.
Four of us met at the Regina International Airport.
Mantie and his son Colby had flown up in the 1937 Stinson
Reliant loaded with parts, pieces and recovered control
surface ford the World War Two vintage Harvard training
plane we intended to reassemble and fly some 700 miles
to Kamloops, B.C. Curly Nairn, a licensed aircraft engineer
an master mechanic, had arrived on an earlier flight so
when I arrived, our crew was complete. We had in Mantie,
a boss with an overall view of the job; in Curly, that
special skill that comes to only a few after years of
experience. I was along for brawn, and if we were
successful, to fly the Stinson home. Colby supplied us with
the vigor and stamina of youth.
Our question as we winged our way from Regina to
Assiniboia was, “Will we be able to get the Harvard back in
the air on this trip?”
The first day was dedicated to the engine. Would it
start? Will there be any major difficulties that would
prevent our completion of the job on this trip? We were
determined to know the answers on the first day. So we

began by draining the preserving fluids, then the screens
and filters were cleaned and desiccant plugs removed.
The propeller was then removed, cleaned, reinstalled and
we were almost ready to try to start the engine. Even
though the RCAF had obviously done a magnificent job of
preserving the craft, the engine would evidently be
helped if we could get some oil circulating through the
moving parts. We had compress air available and a paint
pressure pot, so with a little ingenuity, we pre-oiled the
engine. That is, we forced oil into the engine while
alternating turning the propeller by hand. We turned the
prop for what seemed like an hour, and I’m still not sure
if someone decided eight quarts of oil was enough or we
just ran out of strength. It was also getting late, so for
whatever reason, we stopped the pre-oiling process,
installed new spark plugs and hauled gasoline to the
plane in five gallon cans. Shades of the 1920s!
At this point, the aircraft had no wings, no tail, no
cowling, and was missing a large piece of the fuselage. It
seemed wise to tie the tail down before starting the
engine (noted the optimism). A pickup truck became our
anchor and a John Deere tractor was backed up to the
plane to provide electrical power for our first test start.
We were all at our assigned posts; two with cameras,
one with a fire extinguisher and two observers. The pilot
pressed the starter. Nothing. We were crestfallen. Finally,
Harry came to the rescue with the observation that it
might be possible to manually engage the starter. It was
the same scene as before, only one of the observers had
moved to stand on the wing to hold onto a length of wire
attached to the starter. When next the switch was
pushed, our timely observer yanked sharply on wire and
a beautiful sound emanated from the sleepy old engine.
How sweet success! Even when it comes in the form of
an engine blowing great clouds of smoke and oil.
All of the moving parts were stiff and some of the
gaskets were still very dry, but the engine sputtered,
caught, and in a short time was running better than we
had reason to hope. Thus ended our first day.
Five-thirty in the morning is not normally my idea of a
perfect time to begin a day, but the following morning we
were up and at ‘em, unable to control our enthusiasm.
New tires, brakes, landing gear actuators and gas bags
were the immediate tasks at hand. Changing tires is not
really too difficult if you have the right tools and
equipment, which were sadly lacking in our case. I
recalled a similar experience from my youth on the
aircraft carrier Essex, and volunteered for the job. I
seemed to recall that it was a one-man job. Take the tire
off, place it down flat and beat the sidewalls with a large
sledgehammer until you break the bead. It is absolutely
essential to remember that the hub is made of aluminum
and one miss will ruin the wheel. The culmination of this
saga is that it took all day for two of us (sometimes
three) to accomplish this task before the light failed. So
much for youthful memories.
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For an office jockey like me, it was a solid day’s work.
Fortunately, our boss had sent for a bottle of rum and
after a small drink and a big supper, the end of our
second day saw me asleep in my chair.
We had in our first two days developed a routine that
worked well for us. We would wake when the sun got in
our eyes, leg it to the hangar and work until Ann Whereatt
summoned us to a breakfast that was reminiscent of a
harvest crew’s repast, then back to the hangar shoulderto-shoulder.
The cleaned-up wings now lay on the lawn with new gas
tanks installed as we began our third day. With an old fuel
drum and two or three tires added for height to rest the
weight of the wings, four people lifted the wing into place
while we worked the alignment problem, from which our
backs may never be the same. When we eventually
arrived at the simple task of bolting the wing to the wing
stub, it evolved into a long afternoon of sorting, cleaning,
and installing around 350 parts to hold each wing in place.
Obviously designed as a trainer, the craft was intended to
take a certain amount of punishment while new pilots
learned their trade. We lost the light before we tightened
the bolts but went to bed confident that the wings were
on to stay.
Sunday morning. The beginning of our fourth day, with
fuel tank connections, landing gear actuators, rudder,
horizontal stabilizer and elevators staring us in the face.
But with a slightly tired enthusiasm we tackled what
proved to be a much more involved chore than we
originally thought necessary. Our troubles for the day set
some of us to thinking about the original wisdom…of
working six days and resting on the Sabbath. However,
with necks bowed we were determined to finish the job,
dealing with the problems one at a time.
Rigging the control cables is time-consuming work, and
careless performance at this point would result in
catastrophic failure during flight test. Crossed control
cables caused the Wright Brothers to crash and this
situation has plagued airplane assembly ever since. The
biggest and most time consuming task was the rudder.
There are two rudder trim cables and they pass through
one hole first, then split, going through two holes. Then
they come back together, exiting the rudder through one
hole. If you don’t get the cables separated in the middle
with one cable going through, each of the two openings,
there will be a most obnoxious noise of metal scrapping
against metal. We did it incorrectly so many times I lost
count. Finally, while trying to decide whether to stop for a
drink or stop for the day, the cables each went in their
correct location and lifted our spirits up off the ground so
that we proceeded until dark. By comparison, the
elevators were a simple task until we attempted to attach
the trim tab control linkage, easy job, really—bring two
eyebolts together and connect with a bolt, spacer, washer,
castle nut and cotter key. However, there is not much
space to work and dropping the nut would be a real

problem since it would fall into a most inaccessible spot
in the narrowest part of the elevator. We lost our daylight
trying to find the cotter pin hole and so ended our
Sunday.
Monday morning was filled with promise. Two of us got
up early and packed our bags, convinced we would start
the flight home before the day ended. A new battery was
charged and we began to button up the airplane, with
hundreds of screws holding the pieces in place that cover
all the attaching points and inspection plates. Amazing
how long it actually took us to carefully inspect and hen
cover our work. At noon, we were ready to jack the
airplane and exercise the landing gear. Our tools left
something to be desired but the results were very
acceptable. We had one 1 ½ ton jack with about a 6-inch
lift, so we used a 4x4 fourteen feet long as a lever, lifting
the tail onto a 55-gallon fuel drum. We lifted one wheel
at a time, until our airplane rested on three fuel drums in
a flying attitude.
The pilot climbed in, selected landing gear “up”, and
began hand-pump action to retract the landing gear
which had stuck in the gear “down” position. Harry had
the solution. Beat on the stuck part with a hammer
handle while spraying a lubricant in, at, and all around
the part. Two and a half hours later everything worked.
It is hard to describe our relief but it was clear we were
not starting home that day. There was time however, for
the initial flight test, so we began the job of lowering the
airplane back on its main gear when the prairie wind
started to blow. We pushed the plane out of the hangar,
hauled fuel once more and were ready for the “first”
flight.
The wind continued to increase and was up to thirty
knots when Lawrence discovered the steerable tail wheel
mechanism was not working. It would have been nice if
the wind slacked off before the flight so we broke for
supper while Lawrence made a first attempt at adjusting
the mechanism. Our supper was excellent but the wind
still howled and the tail wheel still rotated 360 degrees.
Fortunately, in Mantie we had the pilot with the
necessary skill to perform the flight test which was the
success we all had worked and hoped for.
On Tuesday morning, the wind persisted at thirty
knots, but the time had come to return both planes to
home base and for my check ride in the Stinson Reliant.
I was reluctant to begin the ferry flight since most of my
current flight time had been in one of Mr. Cessna’s
retractable nose-wheel airplanes. Mantie noticed my
uneasiness and got me started with a gentle nudge of
encouragement and the observation that I might as well
learn in difficult circumstances, and thus appreciate calm
weather, rather than learn when it is calm and later fear
the wind. My check ride was in fact, a great deal easier
than simply taxiing in the cross-wind. It is impossible to
describe my emotions when Lawrence said, “O.K., I think
you are ready to go.” There I was, occupying the left
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seat of an airplane that had three pilots—Lawrence
Mantie, who spent eleven years of his life to restore the
Reliant, a 747 Captain and me.

photo of Mantie’s Harvard Mark IV

Author and the beautifully restored 1937 Stinson Reliant
used for crew transport.
With the ground work done, the air work began as we
took off on a 700 mile flight across prairie, Rockies,
Selkirk, Monashee, and coastal mountain ranges. Interim
destination, Kamloops, British Columbia, Curly Nairn’s
home base where the team that Lawrence assembled
began to break up.
The airplane is now operational and Lawrence and
Lorraine Mantie are flying Harvard C-GURP out of
Vancouver, B.C. International Airport. Rescue mission
accomplished!

Photo by CFI Mikel Moore of a lovely night flight in the Cub

Aircraft Info Source:
http://www.warbirdregistry.org/texanregistry/harvardrcaf20465.html

Photo by CFI Mikel Moore of Mt. Rainier
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Contact information can be obtained from Flight
Schedule Pro; navigate to People.
OFFICERS & STAFF
Board of Directors

BEFA AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ISSUES
Contact in the order of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ops Manager, Wes McKechnie
Emergency/Semi-Emergency text
Ops Officer, Troy Larson
Any Board Member

(425) 271-2332
(425) 384-9680

President

Bob Ingersoll

Vice President

Kevin Chaney

Renton Maintenance:

Troy Larson

In the event no other contact above is available, call

Operations Officer
Safety Officer

Mike Sievers

Treasurer

Ann Galbraith

Secretary

Harium Martin-Morris

Staff

Ace Aviation directly

(425) 204-0845.

SOCIAL MEDIA

(425) 271-2332

Operations Manager

Wes McKechnie

Operations Assistant

Diana Cassity

Operations Assistant
Saturday
Accountant

Yvonne Pipkin
Millicent Rhoades

EVERETT OFFICE CONTACTS

There are no phones at this time. Please call the Renton
office in an emergency; otherwise contact the focal
below.

PAE Coordinator

Oliver Meier
Casey Johnson

PAE Maintenance Casey Johnson
PAE Facilities & Oliver Meier
Support Casey Johnson
Steve Kirsch

PAE Safety Focal Mike Dubbury
Oliver Meier

General Inquires or Information: office@befa.org
Operations Support:

operations@befa.org

Billing or Payment Support:
Event / Activity Coordination:

accounting@befa.org
events@befa.org

Website, Social Media, Newsletter:

media@befa.org

Ne Editor: Yvonne Pipkin
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